ANTI-NATO DAY

ANTI-NATO DAY in date 28 May about the meeting of 19 boss of govern of members of North Atlantic Treaty Organization in the air base of Pratìca di Mare nearly of Rome (Italy), in order to make the entrance of the Russia in the NATO. 15000 policemen like the GB of Genova and a lot of military weapon ready for the fight in Italy style, we need to manifest everywhere and with anything in order to make sabotage of politics of war.

Yes because we can’t stay in silence, we think that this is fuck membership because this is a globalization of death and of extermination, good only for the weapon business, new colonialism and in order to expand the power of multinationals corporations. We need to manifest the discretion a this historical alliance of new word order, after the cold war the American Emperor take the culture, the right and the life of the globale, because it need a new border of war, a new investment.

We call you to do anything in your country, in your city and in your home in order to share the dissent to the Terrorist North Organization and to speak about the true informations of occidental interest in relations to the new wars and the new membership of ex soviet countries. You should to make symbolic actions against the NATO, the new wars and the military politics.

Actions in ANTI-NATO day:

- Rome 28 MAY, open meeting against the NATO and BUSH in the center of the city. Meeting point Piazza S. Marco to 17:00.
- NETSTRIKE, the collective NO NATO NOW 2003 had organize a net protest, because in any NATO country or no, the peoples can manifest against the NATO now. More informations and the tool in order to take part in the netstrike on official site:  

http://www.geocities.com/NonNatoNow2003/

- Other ideas of actions on the open forum in this address:

http://www.stopthenato.org/index.php?id_p/13 opt/read_s/id_s/17.html

- e-mail: info@stopthenato.org
- Homepage: http://www.stopthenato.org

---

Please Don’t Feed the Trolls

Wikipedia defines an Internet Troll as: ‘either a person who sends messages on the Internet hoping to elicit other users into angry or fruitless responses, or a message sent by such a person’. San Diego Indymedia strives to provide both a grassroots media resource as well as a forum for people to contribute to a meaningful discussion about local issues. Please, when posting comments, be respectful of others and ignore those trying to interrupt or discourage meaningful discourse. Thank you.

— San Diego Indymedia volunteers
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